
3DVIA, a subsidiary of Dassault Systèmes, have developed 3D visualisation 
software (HomeByMe) that enables consumers to generate models of their  
home and build out rooms. They can then add furniture and decor from retailers 
in an exceptionally realistic 3D rendered format. There are also some really cool 
additional features, including mobile apps with 3D glasses to view designs in 
augmented reality. They license the software to consumers direct for free  
with in-app purchases, and a white labelled service to retailers of homewares.
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The objectives
We were tasked with taking this proposition to market, 
initially to kitchen retailers in the UK and US, targeting 
buying groups that include marketing, sales, digital 
transformation, head of innovation and IT personas.

Due to the product’s uniqueness, the main challenge 
was to overcome the fact that “you really do need to 
see it, to believe it”. Often within businesses there 
isn’t an existing need for this solution, but when 
demonstrated, the need becomes apparent.

It was with this in mind that we opted for a 
combination of ABM and our automation platform, 
before placing one-to-one calls through our demand 
centre, once we were confident that we had nurtured 
the prospect sufficiently through the funnel.
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The strategy
It was clear that an ABM-style approach was needed.  
The focus would initially be on a direct mail piece that 
would allow us to show all the benefits of HomeByMe 
itself, as well as the benefits to the retailer.

The ‘vehicle’ chosen was a video card, which would show 
HomeByMe in use through a mini demonstration with 
a voiceover. The video would start by addressing the 
individual retailer and along with the video card was a 
personalised brochure that went through the finances  
of the retailer, as well as the potential financial rewards 
that HomeByMe could bring.

30 retailers were carefully chosen and between seven  
and nine personas in each retailer were selected. 
Personalised video cards were then couriered to each 
persona, in batches.

Once delivery was confirmed, our agents would begin  
1-2-1 communication through social/e-mail/phone.

Once a prospect was showing enough interest and were 
ready to engage with a HomeByMe sales rep, they were 
introduced through our lead handover service.

“you really do  
need to see it,  
to believe it”

Other campaign materialsStill from the video brochure



The results
Results for the campaign were as follows:

Video brochure

The target audience 
There is no single persona responsible for the purchase 
of HomeByMe – the benefits resonate across many lines 
of business, so we needed to cast a wide net. As such 
we targeted Marketing, Sales, Digital transformation, 
Head of Innovation and IT personas, all with a financial 
based message that we knew would resonate and be 
shared internally.

The main issue is the general lack of awareness for 
exactly how powerful and easy to use HomeByMe 
actually is. Therefore, there is no predefined need or 
pain within the business – so we had to educate the 
prospect about the product, and at the same time 
create the need. And do all of this for a relatively 
unknown brand!
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“Mark Dibsall & the team at Quantum did an excellent job of understanding  
our positioning & prospect personas to come up with an innovative and “out of the box” 
Seeing is Believing video card for CSuite suspects. The campaign delivered high quality 

pipeline and recipients regularly commented on the impact of a customized and engaging 
piece that resonated for them. After over 20 years in Senior sales and marketing roles,  

this is a “stand out” campaign & worthy of recognition! ”
Simon Booker, VP Sales & Marketing 3DVIA, Dassault Systemes

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT HOW 
QUANTUM COULD HELP YOU? 

Contact our Quantum specialist today
enquiries@qm-g.com   |   +44 (0) 118 902 2500

WITH QUANTUM

Awareness across  
30 accounts

100% 
(With each account at least 
one prospect had received 

the video card and were 
aware of HomeByMe)

Accounts ready to engage 
with HomeByMe directly

10

Extrapolated pipeline  
across 10 accounts

£7.5m

ROI for the campaign 136:1
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